Investigations into the institutional culture of the Commonwealth excise commission reveal that the basic administrative structure was in place by 1650. Redactions of the detailed minutes of the parliamentary Committee for Regulating and Improving the Excise demonstrate the regime's commitment to supervising the excise establishment. They show that both tax farmers and sub-commissioners were monitored and that farming represented not so much a policy shift towards private interests as one strategy among many employed to enhance both revenue collection and access to credit. Both in its substance and in its procedures, the administrative law around the excise developed out of precedent set down in this period.
Despite the available manuscript evidence, the Commonwealth excise has received little more than passing attention in the secondary literature. The most detailed account to date of the Rump's excise administration considered the Commonwealth and Protectorate excise regimes together (Fine, 1937, pp. 20-44; Wheeler, 1999, pp. 158-161) . Such an approach overlooks the fact that Colonel George Thompson and his associates possessed financial and administrative expertise unmatched by those who replaced them. Meanwhile a newer discussion of popular politics, drawing on the indemnity court records, offers no separate treatment of the republican administration, except to suggest that the excise was moulded in response to local concerns (Braddick, 1994) . The author concludes, 'in the 1650s, the tax was levied by entrepreneurs, who were willing to accommodate a certain amount of evasion and protection of resources through a sub-stratum of professional collectors and gaugers' (Braddick, 1994, p. 229) .
1 This account concludes that 'crudely stated, the 1640s saw excise riots, the 1650s pamphlets decrying selfseeking excisemen' (Braddick, 1994, p. 229; Ashworth, 2003, p. 102 ).
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The Commonwealth Excise, [1649] [1650] [1651] [1652] [1653] An older study discusses the republican period in passing. In this view, farming developed during the Civil Wars to facilitate the collection of an unpopular tax (Hughes, 1934, pp. 127-129) . None of these treatments connects the administrative history with the surviving financial records, acknowledges the accomplishments of the Commonwealth excise administration, or places those achievements in the wider ideological context or the political culture.
The evidence shows that the Commonwealth Committee for Regulating the Excise enjoyed substantial success in disciplining the growing excise establishment. Although there was a significant 're-modelling' (or 'new modelling' which invoked comparisons to the New Model Army) of the excise, farming was but one of many strategies employed to secure government access to credit markets, reduce arrears and extend the fiscal reach of the state to localities. The committee, which continued to act on behalf of the Rump as a whole, undertook an aggressive campaign to address the crisis in government finance precipitated by the failure of the land sales to satisfy public debts. The committee exhibited sensitivity to standards of legality and to the needs of communities hit hardest by civil war. In exercising their judicial powers, they employed similar legal language and attended to the same procedural safeguards, which had governed the Long Parliament's Indemnity Committee and Committees for Sequestration and Compounding. Far more than the Long Parliament or the Protectorate, the Commonwealth regime created a permanent excise establishment to service what, despite the Long Parliament's assurances, had become a permanent tax. Abolishing the tax was no longer a viable option because of the impossibility of re-scheduling the debts secured by the excise ordinances.
The development of enduring administrative structures owed its origins to a group of active parliamentarians, who closely supervised a group of commissioners with whom they had familial and business connections. Their successful management of the growing excise establishment had little to do with overcoming popular resistance and even less with harnessing the industry of those driven by motives of private profit. Instead it was a victory for the organisational abilities and disciplining impulses of the servants of a fledging commonwealth.
Remodelling the Excise
On 27 April 1649, the Commons ordered the Committee of Excise to 'consider of a more regular Way for the Ordering and Improving of the Excise; and to bring in a Model to that Purpose' (CJ, v. 6, 27 April 1649, 
